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Offline marketing has become a legend in Internet marketing. It wasn’t 
that long ago that you couldn’t open your email inbox without seeing a 
message telling you that the best way to make money online is to market 
to offline businesses. It’s absolutely true. As a former offline business owner, 
I can tell you without a doubt that there are ways you can make money 
this week when you cater to offline businesses...this is even faster than 
online methods, in some cases. You’re basically going to give them an 
offer they can’t refuse. They’d actually be crazy to refuse because of 
what you’re going to do for them. 
 
In fact this is the method that I would choose if I were desperate for quick 
cash, or had to start over, because I know I could do this easily, and it 
would help the local business owners in a huge way. 
 
And even better, even though these methods are generally more about 
quick cash infusion rather than long term recurring income, with this 
method you can have both. 
 
Business owners, of all kinds, are always looking for ways to make more 
money. And let’s be honest-- this is a tough climate for small businesses. 
People are spending less in certain areas and those mom and pop shops 
can really suffer. They’ll suffer even more if they’re not online...that’s 
where you come in. 
 
This particular method may not be for you unless you are already familiar 
with WordPress and some basics of what a nice website for an offline 
business looks like. These things are easily learned, however, if you are 
willing to dig in to YouTube tutorials. This is a good strategy if the money 
pressure is severe, because you’ll get paid very fast. 
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The Basic Method 
 
You’re going to research businesses in your local area to see who you can 
help with their website. The goal is to find those who need the most basic 
help with their online presence. 
 
Go through the phone book (Yellow Pages) or your local chamber of 
commerce or wherever you can think of to get a list of small businesses in 
your area. You want to find businesses that either don’t have a website at 
all, have a very poor website, or don’t have an opt in form on their 
website. 
 
If you’re using the Yellow Pages for your research, any local business that 
has a display ad in there is typically spending a lot of money on a monthly 
basis for their advertisement, and obviously knows that getting new 
customers is worth paying for. 
 
This method does require you to be at least a little knowledgeable about 
the benefits of local businesses having a nice website and opt-in form.  
 
You can outsource these technical tasks, but it will really cut into your 
bottom line at first-- especially since you’re going to price your service to 
lead to a very quick sale. You want cash this week, so you can’t afford to 
be that choosy. At the same time, know that this is a very valuable 
service. These businesses probably pay a pretty penny on other 
advertising methods that they can’t test and track...they have no idea if 
that tiny ad in the newspaper is really doing them any good. You’ll 
probably charge less and can offer measurable results...it’s a no-brainer 
for small business owners. 
 
Hint: When it comes time to contact offline business owners, really point 
out that other forms of advertising cost more but can’t be tracked. What 
you’re offering is measurable and will get them more business. It will help 
them develop better relationships with locals, tourists, and so on. 
 
For Businesses That Do Not Have a Website 
 



You’re going to create a ‘starter’ website that is fairly generic, yet 
targeted to their specific type of business. That’s just so they have 
something tangible to look at-- something that can be theirs. You’ll 
complete the website with their specific information once they choose to 
hire you.  
 
Make it very clear that you’re showing them the very bare-bones basics of 
what their site will look like. Try to paint a picture in their mind of what their 
site can be and do for them. 
 
You’re going to give them an offer they can’t refuse, including free 
hosting for 3 months (just sign up for a Hostgator Reseller account).  
 
You’re going to upsell them on an autoresponder service, monthly 
maintenance and marketing, and more. 
 
For Businesses That Do Have a Website... 
 
For businesses that do have a website but no opt in form, you’re going to 
put together some talking points on the value of collecting email 
addresses in their industry. The basic benefit is they will have instant access 
to anyone who signs up. They’ll get more sales, any time they mail their list. 
You’ll create an autoresponder campaign for them, and a squeeze page 
if it’s appropriate for their business. 
 
You’ll make money for each of these services. Then, you’ll upsell the 
business owner by offering to maintain the autoresponder, website, and 
possibly social media for a monthly fee. 
 
This can be a lot of fun and you can actually have cash in hand within a 
few days. In fact, the daily breakdown is going to be a bit different than 
with other methods. You’ll follow the steps according to when you get a 
‘taker’, no matter which day that happens to be on. The faster you make 
a sale and transfer a site, the faster you can rinse and repeat. 
 
 
 



Day One 
 
Today, you’re going to research the local businesses in your area. You 
want to find those that will be a pretty easy target. You want them to 
have very little experience in marketing their business online. At the same 
time, your hope is that they know just enough so they immediately see the 
value in what you’re offering. Luckily, most offline businesses these days 
are aware of the benefits even if they haven’t quite followed through yet. 
 
How do you find these businesses? You can break out the phone book. 
You can also do searches for general types of businesses in your area. 
Look at the listings in Google-- if there is an address and phone number 
but no website, you might have a winner. 
 
Hint: If they have a website but you have to dig like crazy to find it, it’s not 
serving them at all. Explain your findings and how you can do better for 
them. Always focus on ‘what’s in it for them?’ 
 
I suggest targeting one business type at first. It will make your research 
much easier. Again, your local chamber of commerce should also have a 
website. Examine these listings for ideas. 
 
Create a Mock-Up Website 
 
There is another reason I suggested you target one type of business at first. 
One reason was that it makes your research easy. Another reason is 
because certain businesses (local mom and pop shops) are much more 
likely to take you up on your offer than others (high powered law firms). 
Yet another reason is because it saves you a ton of time in creating your 
starter, mock-up website. 
 
Let’s say there is a local mom and pop shop that sells collectibles, but 
they don’t have a website. There is one in particular you’d like to help, but 
there are three others in your town and in neighboring towns. 
 
On your own domain, create a new installation of WordPress. There are 
themes and even templated websites dedicated for this purpose-- just so 
offline marketers can easily and instantly upload them to sell to businesses. 



They’ll have the design optimized for offline business and even ready-
made headers and all of that. You can search for these templates at 
places like the Warrior Forum. 
 
So browse for one of those or create your own, at your option. 
 
Basically, create dummy pages. Use stock photographs to fill things in. Use 
fake text. The idea is to get the design looking great (which is very easy 
and quick to do when you have WordPress by your side). Most of these 
businesses will be swayed by great looking design. 
 
Here are some good pages and sections to include: 
 

● Homepage with enticing text 
● Opt in form area 
● About the business 
● Contact us 
● Blog post area 
● Squeeze page (sign up, get something like a coupon) 
● Privacy policy 
● Other pages that are relevant to that type of business 

 
Go ahead and write some short text that specifically highlights the 
business you are contacting. Think of it as, ‘imagine if this were your 
website’ text. 
 
Once you have it looking great, you are ready to roll. 
 
The Plan for Contacting Businesses 
 
Get a good list going of 20 or so businesses that either don’t have a 
website at all or don’t have an autoresponder opt in form on their 
website. You can also look for those with a very poor, outdated website. 
 
Create a backup list if you have time. For every 10-20 businesses you 
contact, you might get one ‘yes.’ That’s just the nature of this. But, that 
‘yes’ means fast money for you. The more businesses you contact, the 
more yes answers you will receive. 



Day Two 
 
Start Contacting Businesses 
 
Call or visit the small business you are targeting first. It may make the most 
sense to call first and then visit later if they are interested. Have the 
website ready to go so they can see it. Tell them it can be theirs, 
complete with articles you’ll write and minor design changes if they 
require them, for whatever amount you’ve decided on ($150-$400 is good 
for a fast sale). Do some value building-- note that many webmasters 
charge $1000’s (which is very true), but that you want to help those who 
are new to getting their business online.  
 
Explain that you’re only able to offer this very low price because you’re 
looking to branch out with this business, that you have a great track 
record with your own sites (if that’s true), and that you want early 
feedback. Some will be ‘scared off’ by the low price and think they won’t 
get quality. This explanation shows that’s not the case. 
 
Note that businesses that are online tend to get more sales. Point to the 
value of the opt-in form (which you should have in the mock-up site) as a 
way to contact their customers and get visitors and sales whenever 
they’d like. Note that they can easily make their investment back. Don’t 
be a "salesy" person... be personable and helpful. Some will hang up but 
others will listen. Some will buy. 
 
If you get turned down, change the relevant details and sell it to the next 
related shop. They’ll be enticed that the site is basically ready to go once 
you have their details. 
 
Work until you receive at least 1 ‘yes’ today. That’s cash in hand in just two 
days. 
 
If They Already Have a Website... 
 
If the business already has a website, you’re going to look at it to see how 
you can improve conversions. The ideal way is to get them to add an opt 
in form.  Be sure to mention that it’s far easier and less expensive (for most 



businesses) to get a repeat customer to purchase again, than it is to find a 
new customer, so optin forms will enable them to keep in touch with prior 
customers, offer them discount coupons, give them incentives to refer a 
friend, etc. 
 
You can write their autoresponder copy, write their squeeze page copy 
(yes, this works even for offline businesses, and so on). This will take some 
skill to do, so just stick to the basics if you’re not yet familiar with these 
steps. If you do get a taker on this offer, come up with your price point 
and complete the work as soon as you can so you can take on additional 
jobs. 
 
Do not waste your time with those who have clearly already hired a 
marketing/webmaster person. You want ‘fresh meat,’ so to speak. They’ll 
be much easier to persuade.  
 

Day Three 
 
Transferring the Site 
 
Did you get a taker? Have them pay you with check, cash, or PayPal 
before you get started.  
 
Then, get their relevant details to ‘fill in the blanks’ of the website.  
 
Buy their domain name, and get everything set up on a new ‘account’ on 
your host. I recommend you use reseller hosting (under $25 a month) for 
this. Giving hosting free for 3 months is a great added bonus. 
 
Clone the site (there are tools for sale that do this, including WP Twin.  
 
Or you can find instructions on how to do it manually, via Google.  
 
Or recreate the site. 
 
Make it look really great-- exceed their expectations.  
 



You can do the autoresonder service as an upsell or as a bonus, 
depending on what you’ve charged and promised. By the end of the 
transfer, they should have their own domain, their own hosting account 
(on your reseller hosting), and relevant content you’ve written for them. 
 

Day Four 
 
Trying for the Upsell 
 
Hopefully, you’ve sold at least one site by now, if not more. Make sure 
your client is very happy with everything you’ve done so far. Mention that 
you are available to maintain their autoresponder copy and broadcast 
emails, to optimize conversions and sales, run their blog, and to man their 
social media accounts.  
 
Come up with a reasonable, yet lucrative trial month price where you’ll 
do the work, show the results, and make them happy. You’ll get paid 
upfront and they’ll be thrilled to get a break on normal pricing for the 
month. If you play your cards right, you’ll then have a monthly client at a 
higher price. You can easily get yourself out of any money problems and 
even turn this into a full time income if you do things the right way. Plus, 
you’ll have even more cash in hand when you need it most. 
 

Day Five 
 
Scale Up 
 
Don’t just stop at one business or website and call it a day. Once you get 
the hang of it, it does not take that long to create these websites. 
Remember-- if one business turns you down on the templated website you 
offer them, just move on to the next business. Try working with businesses in 
neighboring towns and cities. Be creative-- the sky is really the limit here. 
There are still so many offline businesses that could really benefit from your 
services. They’ll be so excited by what you’re offering them, and for such 
a low price, that you can have cash in hand today. 
 



As you get orders and get into the flow of things, start to scale up. You 
can even outsource some of the technical things or even the client-
generation. Focus on whichever part of the business you prefer. Soon 
enough, you’ll have your whole town outfitted in better converting 
websites, great autoresponder copy, and everything else they need to 
succeed. 
 

Day Six 
 
Continue to study successful websites and the preferences your customers 
have. There are bound to be additional ways you can streamline the site 
building process. Read as much as you can about what offline websites 
should include and how to best optimize that. Keep learning-- the web is 
ever-changing and you want to have the latest and best information and 
strategies on hand for your clients. 

 

Day Seven 
 
Continue to find leads and get business owners on your own client list. 
That’s right-- you should be building a list too. In fact, you should get your 
own website up that offers these services. You want to be as professional 
as possible so more people hire you.  
 
You can contact those on your list with special offers and new deals. This 
isn’t just fast income, this can be long-term income. It can be a lot of fun if 
you’re up for the work and are willing to develop the skills to make a 
difference in your business community. 
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